
TIM HAYWARD
Third generation Skipton farmer Tim Hayward has spent the past

20 years farming on his property in the Western District of Victoria. With a total

farming program of 4000 acres, Tim has an even rotation of wheat, canola, hay and

sheep.  Tim said his favourite time of the year on the farm is harvest. “You get to see

what you have been working towards all year, if it’s a good season that is,” Tim joked. 

The 2020 season has been so far so good for Tim but quite wet, making it challenging

to get onto the paddocks. Spreading has always been a part of his farming operation.

Over the past 20 years Tim has seen massive changes in spreading equipment, with

greater accuracy and distance, variable rate, and now sectional control. 

This year Tim purchased the latest Agri-Spread AS2000 series. In May, his AS2120

was delivered to his property with the help of Agri-Spread dealers, Class Harvest

Centre, in Lake Bolac. The benefits of his new AS2120 include faster application time,

better spread pattern and increased accuracy and distance. “The new technology in

the Agri-Spread range means I am getting work done in a better time frame,

increasing my chances against weather conditions,” Tim said.

“The reason I decided upon the Agri-Spread range was it met all of my requirements,

most importantly that it can be loaded with a FEL and I didn’t need a telehandler.” The

accuracy is key, which makes me very happy with the purchase of this machine.” Tim

said the start-up and after sales service from Class Harvest Centre and Waringa was

excellent  “I have not had a single fault with the machine yet, but I know I would be in

good hands if something was to happen.”
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FEATURES:
Distance, accuracy, time,
efficiency, variable rate,
spread patterns. 
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